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MICHAEL McKINSEY

DIVIDED REFERENCE IN CAUSAL THEORIES OF NAMES

(Received10 October,1975)

In this paper I pose some difficulties for causaltheories of propernames. On
such theories, a propername'sreferenton a given occasion of use is supposed
to be determinedby some type of causalchain which connects the referentto
the use of the name on that occasion. I will arguethat two of the descriptions
of purportedreference-determiningcausal chains which have appearedin the
literature - one by Kripke, the other by Devitt - yield false theories of
name-reference.
Saul Kripkesketches as follows one typical way in which, he says, names
get their referents:1
Someone, let's say, a baby, is born;his parentscall him by a certainname. They talk
about him to their friends. Other people meet him. Throughvarioussorts of talk the
name is spreadfrom link to link as if by a chain.A speakerwho is on the far end of this
chain,who has heardabout, say RichardFeynman,in the marketplaceor elsewhere,may
be referringto RichardFeynman even though he can't rememberfrom whom he ever
heard of Feynman.He knows that Feynmanwas a famousphysicist. A certainpassage
reachingultimately to the man himself does reach the speaker.He then is referringto
Feynmaneven thoughhe can't identify him uniquely.(NN, pp. 298-299)

Although Kripke does not say it exactly this way, his words suggest the
following procedurefor findingthe referentof a speakerA's use of a name, at
least when A has acquired his uses of the name from someone else. First,
trace A's use to the point at which A acquired the name by witnessing
another speakerB's use of the name;if B's use is derivedfrom someone else's,
say C's use of the name, keep tracing to the origin of C's use, and so on.
Eventually,if the name has a referent,the chain will end with an initial act in
which an object is given the name, and this object is then the referentof A's
use of the name. Such chainsof communicationmay of course be quite short
or they may be exceedingly long, reachingback thousandsof years. In order
to avoid certain counterexamples,Kripke also stipulates that each link in a
chain of communication determiningreference must be reinforced by the
intention of the name's receiverto referto the sameindividualwith the name
as does the personfrom whom he gets the name. (NN, p. 302)
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One seriousdifficulty for Kripke'sview is raisedby a type of case reported
by Kripkehimself, who in turn heardthe example from GarethEvans:
According to Evans, 'Madagascar' was a native name for a part of Africa; Marco Polo,
erroneously thinking that he was following native usage, applied the name to the island.
(Evans uses the example to support the description theory; I of course, do not.) Today
the usage of the name as a name for an island is so widespread that it surely overrides
any historical connection with the native name. (NN, p. 768)

The difficulty is that since our uses of 'Madagascar'are traceableto Marco
Polo's, and Polo's uses are traceableto those of nativeswho used the name to
refer to a part of mainlandAfrica, it seems to follow from Kripke'saccount
must also refer to a part of mainlandAfrica, and
that our uses of 'Madagascar'
of course they do not. Kripke agrees that this case shows that his original
sketch needs modification and he makesa suggestionas to how the modification might proceed:
... the phenomenon is perhaps roughly explicable in terms of the predominantly social
character of the use of proper names emphasized in the text [of 'Naming and Necessity'];
we use names to communicate with other speakers in a common language. This character
dictates ordinarily that a speaker intend to use a name the same way as it was
transmitted to him; but in the 'Madagascar' case this social character dictates that the
present intention to refer to an island overrides the distant link to native usage. (NN, pp.
768-769)

However, I find this suggestion unhelpful. For no appeal to the 'social
character' of names, or to peoples' desire to communicate with other
speakers, will explain how a shift in reference of 'Madagascar'occurred.
Clearly, if the shift occurred with Polo's first uses, these appeals will not
work. And if the shift occurredlater on, at time t say, these appealswill still
to the same thing
not work, since at t the intention to referwith 'Madagascar'
to which previousspeakersreferred(namely, a part of mainlandAfrica) will
be exactly as widespreadas the intention to referto an islandwith the name.
In this case, the desire to communicatecannot alone arbitratethe conflict,
since a general resolution in favor of either intention would facilitate
communication.
Moreover,Kripke'sremarksmake the unfortunatesuggestionthat in order
for the intention to refer to an island with 'Madagascar'to have overridden
this name'scausallink to native usage,the intention must have acquiredsome
social prominence.But this is mistaken.Take MarcoPolo, for instance.Let us
imagine that he retums to Venice from his travelsand reportshis visit to a
huge island off the east coast of Africa, an island that he calls 'Madagascar'.
(This story is fiction.) He goes on to describewhat he saw of this island in
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great detail, often using (we may imagine) the name 'Madagascar'in the
sentences which comprise his description. Let us suppose in addition that
almost everything Polo says is true of the island he visited, though almost
nothing at all of what he says is true of any part of mainland Africa.
Subsequently, the news of Polo's discovery spreadsthroughout Europe, and
descriptions of the island he discoveredcontinue to be made by use of the
name 'Madagascar'.
Now if the intention to refer with 'Madagascar'to the island MarcoPolo
visited must be widespreadin order for this intention to overridethe name's
causal link to native usage, then we get the following consequencesfrom our
story. At the time Polo gave his initial report, the intention to use 'Madagascar' to refer to an island was not at all widespread, but was in fact
idiosyncratic to Polo. Thus his tokens of 'Madagascar'referredto a part of
the African mainland.Consequently,almost everythingMarcoPolo reported
was false, since almost everything he said, though true of Madagascar,was
false of this part of Africa.
Surely, however, this is an incredibleview to take of the situation. On this
view, Polo's statementsmade by use of 'Madagascar',
as well as the statements
made with this name by, say, the first few hundredpeople to pass on news of
Polo's discovery, are all about a part of mainlandAfrica and consequently,
are almost all false. Eventually though, when the intentions with which
'Madagascar'is used in Europe are 'widespreadenough', the link to a part of
Africais somehow broken, and the originallyfalse sentencesused by Polo and
others take on a different meaningand become true, even when uttered by
MarcoPolo himself, and even though no user of 'Madagascar'
includingPolo
is ever aware that this change in meaningtook place. But all this is patently
absurd.
The truth concerningour story is that the intention to use 'Madagascar'
to
refer to an islandneed not have been at all widespreadin orderfor the link to
native usage to have been overridden,and that when Polo first returnedto
Venice, the sentences he uttered containing 'Madagascar'were not about a
part of Africa at all. These sentences were about Madagascar.Whatis needed
is a modification of Kripke'sview which can take account of this fact.
MichaelDevitt has attempted,a further developmentof the causal theory
along Kripkeanlines.2 On Kripke's view of NN, the chains which typically
determinereferencelink a use of a name with a baptismin which an object is
given a name. On Devitt's view, the chainswhich typically determinereferen-
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ce causally link a use of a name with the object which is the use's referent
itself, either by way of a baptismal ceremony in which the object named
bears a causal relation to the ceremony'sperformanceor by way of an initial
use of the name whose referentis determinedby a causalconnection between
the referentand the initial use. (ST, p. 199)
On Devitt's view, then, there are roughly two types of causalchain which
determinereference:
(I)
(II)

Chains which link name-uses with their referents via initial
baptisms.
Chains which link name-useswith their referents not via initial
baptisms, but via an initial use of the name whose referent is
determinedby its causalconnection with the referent.

(Let us assume that limiting cases of type (II) chains are the perhaps
one-segmentchains that link some initial uses directlywith their referents.)
Devitt's view contains an additional important feature. He claims that
"more than one object will usuallybe appropriatelylinked to a name token"
(ST, p. 200). He describes various cases in which this phenomenon occurs,
and then introduces the notion of 'partialdesignation'to take account of it.
A name token may, he says, designateone object b to a certaindegreep and
yet another object c to a degreeq (ST, p. 202). Correspondingto the notion
of partial designation, Devitt introduces the notion of 'degrees of truth',
where a sentence's degree of truth will be a function of the degreesto which
its component names designategiven objects.
Apparently, then, in order for a name use to fully designate an object,
there cannot be more than one object linked by an appropriatechain to this
use. For instance, if there are two such objects, then the name use will
partially designateeach object. Also, I gather,it is Devitt's view that if there
is just one object linked by an appropriatechain to a givenname use, then the
use fully designatesthis object.
Let us see how a theory like Devitt's will handle the 'Madagascar'-case.
Suppose that on returningto Venice in 1295, MarcoPolo in the course of
recountinghis travelssays
(1)

I visited Madagascar
in 1293,

to referto the island
and this is the first time that Polo has used 'Madagascar'
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he visited, having previouslysomehow got the mistaken impressionthat this
was the natives' name for the island. Clearly,Devitt would say that there is a
(limiting-case)chain of type (II) linking Polo's use of 'Madagascar'in (1) to
the island Madagascar.Thus, the 'Madagascar'-casedoes not show that
Devitt's theory fails to provide the necessaryconditions for name reference,
for there is a causalchain of an appropriatetype (type (II)) linkingPolo's use
of 'Madagascar'in (1) with its referent. This gives Devitt's theory one
advantageover Kripke'soriginalsketch, which only admitschains of type (I).
However, since Polo's use of 'Madagascar'in (1) was linked by appropriate chains to both Madagascarand a part of mainland Africa, we still
get the result on Devitt's theory that this use did not refer to Madagascarand
that consequently modern uses of the name based on Polo's also do not refer
to this island. Perhaps Devitt hoped to make such consequencesin cases of
this sort seem less anomalousthroughhis notion of partialdesignation.True
enough, it is an additionalconsequence of his view that in our story Polo's
and present day uses of 'Madagascar'do at least partially (perhapsmostly)
designate the island. However, in order to accept this, we must also accept
that Polo's utterance of (1) was only partly true, and that present day
speakersof, say
(2)

is the fourth largestislandin the world
Madagascar

are saying something partly (even if only slightly) false. Perhapssome might
find these consequences difficult to accept. I myself do not know quite what
to make of them.
But whether or not one agreesttiat the notion of partialdesignationtakes
care of the problem of conflicting causal chains in the 'Madagascar'-case,
there are other cases which show conclusively that appeal to partialdesignation cannot always adequately resolve conflicts in chains that, accordingto
Devitt, are reference-determining.These are cases of misidentification.Devitt
himself describessuch a case, in which he (Devitt) uses 'Nana',a namehe has
givenhis cat:
Suppose for example my statement (ii) "This is Nana" is false; it is actually Jemima. (I
am mistaken, or perhaps I am lying). Any 'ability' gained as a result will be grounded in
Nana via my use of her name, and in Jemima via the demonstrative... In a sense, the
speaker has both cats in mind in using the name. What is designated by that use and
hence will be designated by someone who uses the name as a result of it? (ST, p. 200,
Devitt's italics)
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Devitt then goes on to answerhis question regardingthis case and others by
use of his notion of partial designation. Thus his view must be that in (ii)
"This is Nana", 'Nana' partially designatesJemima and partiallydesignates
Nana. Devitt is clearly committed to this view by his espousal of the
following principle:
(3)

For any x, y, and z, x had y in mind in uttering a token of the
name type z (x meanty in utteringa token of the name type z) if
and only if x had an ability to designatey by z and that ability
was exercizedin the productionof that token of z.

((3) is a direct quote from ST, p. 189; Devitt intends (3) as an analysis of
havingan object in mind in usinga name.) In Devitt's example, the speakerof
"This is Nana", if we assumehe is mistakenand not lying, intends to refer to
Jemimawith 'Nana', since he intends to refer to the cat he sees with 'Nana',
and this cat is in fact Jemima. Of course the speakeralso intends to referto
Nana with 'Nana'. (The singularterms in these 'intending'-contextsare to be
construed as having large scope.) Thus, as Devitt says, the speakerhas both
Jemima and Nana in mind in utteringhis token of 'Nana',and so by (3), he is
exercising both his ability to designateJemimaby 'Nana'and his ability to
designate Nana by 'Nana'. Now Devitt clearly believes that when a speaker
exercises two distinct abilities to designatetwo distinct objects with a name
in the production of a single token of that name, then that token partially
designateseach of the two objects. Consequently,he is committed to holding
that the token of 'Nana' uttered by the mistaken speakerof "This is Nana"
partiallydesignatesNanaand partiallydesignatesJemima.
But this last consequence of Devitt's view is false of his example. For
Devitt's case is supposed to be a case of mistakenidentity. As Devitt himself
says, the speaker's use of "This is Nana" is false; it is not partly true and
partly false. Perhaps Devitt would say that when he was setting up his
example and said that " 'This is Nana' is false" he did not intend to be taken
literally, and that in accordance with his notion of partial designation, he
would qualify his statement to: " 'Thisis Nana'though partly true, is mostly
false." But it seems to me that if he were to say this, he would just be wrong.
In any case, we can easily see that at least one of Devitt's beliefs which
leads to the conclusion that the token of 'Nana'in "This is Nana" partially
designates each of two objects, must be false. For if all these beliefs were
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true, we could infer the absurdity that in general, where a and : are any
designatingnames or demonstratives,no use of ra is (37 is ever completely
false. For instance, we could infer that those who have espoused the view that
Shakespearewas Bacon must have been at least partiallycorrect. This would
follow because those who say "Shakespearewas Bacon" typically intend to
refer to both Shakespeareand Bacon with the tokens of both names. By
Devitt's reasoning, based on his principle(3), these tokens of 'Shakespeare'
and 'Bacon' each partially designates both Shakespeareand Bacon, making
the tokens of "Shakespearewas Bacon" in which they occur at least partly
true. But this is patently absurd. Surely there have in fact been many
sentence-utterancesof the form ra is 03-, whereoaand ,Bare designatingnames
or demonstratives,that have been simply and wholly false: utterances of
"Shakespearewas Bacon"providea case in point.
Devitt is led to hold a false view because he propoundsthe false principle
(3). (3) is false simply because one can have an object in mind in using a
name, without (even partially) designatingthat object with the name, and
hence without at all "exercisingone's ability" to designatethat object with
the name.
Devitt accepts (3) partly because of his assumptionthat "in general,one
has an object in mind in virtue of a causalconnection between one's state of
mind and the object." (ST, p. 188) Apparently,this idea suggestedto him
that if a person x has an object y in mind using a name-tokena at time t,
then there is some causal connection between y and x's state of mind at t,
and this connection providesa causalchain that determinesthe referentof a.
But the latter is a false assumption, since whatevercausal chain connected
Jemima with the state of mind of the speaker of "This is Nana", this chain
did not determine the referent of this use of 'Nana'. Hence there are causal
chains which Devitt's theory counts as reference-determiningbut that
actually do not play any role in determiningreference.
Donnellan has proposed a view of names which is similar to causal
theories, and which is apparentlyfalse, for the same reason that (3) is false.
He sums up his view as follows:
The main idea is that when a speakeruses a nameintendingto referto an individualand
predicatesomethingof it, successfulreferencewill occurwhen thereis an individualthat
enters into the historicallycorrectexplanationof who it is that the speakerintendedto
predicatesomethingof. Thatindividualwill then be the referentand the statementmade
will be true or false depending on whether it has the property designatedby the
predicate.3
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Apparently, Donnellan means that the individual that enters into the
historically correct explanation of who it is that the speaker intended to
predicate something of, will also be the individual of whom the speaker
intended to predicatesomething, that is, will be the individualto whom the
speakerintended to refer with the name. If this interpretationis correct, then
Donnellan'sstated view is false, since, as we have seen, there will sometimes
be two distinct individualsto which a speakerintends to refer with a name
though only one of them is the name'sreferent.
What is required to rehabilitatetheories of the sort I have discussed is
some method of clearly distinguishing,among all the types of causal chains
which may be involved in a single use of a name, those chainswhich do and
those which do not play a role in determiningreference. Until this is done,
the suggestive idea that the referents of proper names are determined by
causal chains of communicationremainsonly a suggestion,and we reallyhave
no good reason to suppose that this suggestion even resembles the true
account.
Ohio University,Chillicothe
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l 'Naming and Necessity' and 'Addenda', in D. Davidson and G. Harmon, (eds.),
Semantics of Natural Language,(Dordrecht,Reidel, 1972), pp. 253-355, 763-769.
Henceforthreferredto as NN.
2 'SingularTerms',The Journalof PhilosophyLXXI,7 (April18, 1974), pp. 183-205.
Henceforthreferredto as ST.
3 'Speakingof Nothing', The PhilosophicalReview LXXXIII,No. 1 (January,1974), p.
16.

